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160 ?曲。币-KEUNG SJU

and Greek mathematical thinking in general, and they -were not just
empty words of praise. For instance, an unusual sensitivity to the
postulational approach of mathematics, which was so foreign to 由e

t四dition of Chinese mathemati白. was displayed in a passage: "As
one p回国eds from things obvious to things 皿trieate， doubt is turned
to conviction. Things 也at seem usel臼s at the beginning are actually
very useful, for upon th四l 国cful applications afe bas巳d. It is DO

exaggeration to describe 出is study as the envelopment of all objects
and phenomena, and the sea where all streams of study will converge."
[13, p. 75]. (As pointed out by Engelfriet [20, p. 112], it was uot
Euclid but Qavius who was translated, and the true "spirit" of Euclid
had not always been ∞nveyed in these later European redactions
However, even in this version of '~EJements" by CJavius Xu discerned
the features of a postulational and deductive nature.) In the prelude
he gave a critical review ofthe book commenting on the logical 臼吨uen∞

of the propositions. 也e organization and the clarity of他e exposition,
the good working habits it would cultivate in the re-aders, and on some
main points of merit [13, pp. 76-78J. It is par划cularly of interest to
read what he said at the end where he parodied one verse of an old
poem. The original verse was: «Though I pre盟ot you with this
beautiful needlework of mandarin ducks j I will never give anyone my
golden ueedle." He said that tbe a皿1 of the book was to do exactly
the opposite, and rendered the ve四e: "Though I give my golden
needle to everyone, I have not made anyone a needlework of mandarin
ducks." With a golden needle one Can make his own needlework
of mandarin ducl::s, while if one can obtain the needlework 回sily

from olhers nobody would I国ru to use the goldeu needle [13 , p. 78]

Since this was the first Western text to be translated into Chin阻。，

all mathematical terms in Chinese had to be coined, and this was no
easy task since they had to ∞nvey the correct mathematical 回国n皿g

and at 也e same time∞nform to the traditional use of Chinese words.
In Ibis Xu Guang.吨1 sue目eded admirably so tbat many terms were
adopted by later mathematical texts and are eVen in use now, almost
four centuries later. It even exerted intluen臼 upon the coining of
mathematical terms in Japanese and Korean in later y固自 because of
the influence of China upon those countries. Of particular interest
is the modern Chinese term for geome町. namely "Ji掏出"bo. In
f臼act， the 咀t由le of the tr罔an罔slat恒ed version of ~'E日lemen白t恒s" by Xu a阻nd Ri忧CCIi
was rendere
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dom剧n he accomplished a great deal in organizing a large scale enter
orise of calendarial reform. Perhaps the satisfaction deri时d 由ere

from could campen回te for his failure in politics. In the preface to his
"M国ning of the Right Triangle" of 1611 he had commented that
calendarial studies were not as urgent 臼 waterworks and hence did
not claim priority [13, p. 84]. Why therefore would he devote
himself so enthusiastically twice to the proposal of calendarial reform,
on∞ d"uring the reign of Emperor Wanli but which died a natural death.
aod once toward the end of his lifetime? We can try to find the answ~r

in his official memorials addressed to this issue

Since very aDdent times calendarial reck:oning was a major
function of tbe Chinese 且overnment. which is usual for a nation based
on agriculture as Needham s阻ay庐$缸.

by the empe町ro。町r of an agricultural people, and its龟C回ptan臼 byal1由ose

who acknowledged allegiance to him , are threads which run conti
nuously through Chinese history from 由e earliest time...... [25, p. t71 J
The Ming Calendar, under the title of Da-Tong-Li bu' meaning
"Calendar of the Grand Unity" was aCLUally a modification of the
Shou-Shi-Lib,. prepared by the great mathematician-astronomer
Guo Shou-jingbr (1231-131 6) in the late 13th century. But for over
two hundred y阻rs essentially no adjustment was made even though
p目diction of solar or lunar eclipses wcre often found to be erroneous
A prevalent conservative opinion in the Imperial Court opposed 争ny

change on the ground that what was handed down by the ancestorS
should be observed without alteration. Imperial astronomers had
their own reason for fear of a reform in the calendar because their
privileged positions were hereditary. Private studying of astronomy
was probibited by law so tbat no change could be initiated from outside
the Imperial Court. By the early 17th 回ntury knowledge of the imperial
astronomers was at b国 t rudimentary and the reaction to any reform
was even 血。由 hostile. Although there was a proposal for reform
during the reign of Emperor Wanli, and for a time some p目Iirninary

work was carried out by Xu Guang叩J Li Zhi-zao , de Ursis and de
Pantoja. the proj国tw坦 finally abandoned owing to opposition, which
subsequently even turned into oppositioD to 飞V时tern learning in
general

In the West, the Julian Ca lendar in use since the middle of the 1st
century was far inferior to the Da-Tong-Li wheo the latter was first
put into use in tbe middJe of the 14th century. But when the West
chang回 to adopt the Gregorian Calendar in 1582, the out-of·
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spirit of classk:al Greek thinking. The Western astronomical system
transmit坦d into China at that time by the Jesuit missionaries~' was
the Tychonic system which was a∞mpromise betWI目。 lhat of-Ptolemy
in the 2nd century and tbe revolutionary theory proposed by Caper.
nieus in the second decade ofthe 16由 century. In the Tychonic system,
the earth was still at the centre and the moon and sun rotated round
it. while tbe other five planets went round the sun in epicycl臼. Xu
Guang~qi could not have known that this was not the most updated
出缸。narnical knowledge because the conserv副ivc Jesuits were at that
time reactionary to 由is scientific revolution although ironically their
missionary work relied on scientific work. It is another speculative
question to ask: What would have happened if Xu Guang-qi had
been taught the new scientific theory in astronomy of thal time, and
in general if he were to learn the new scienti自c knowledge which was
not transmitted into China by tbe ]1自由ts? But even (his version of
Western astronomy already fascinated Xu Guang-qi and led him to ~ay:

"[not knowing that] there are theory, argume时， method and calculation
in it. Without understanding tbe th回ry we cannot derive the method;
without grasping the argument we cannot do the calculation. It
may require hard work to understand the tbeory and to grasp the argu~

ment , but it takes routine work to derive the method and to do the
calculation. ... the more intricately we probe into it now, the more
simplified it will become later. Our hard work will make it easy for
otbers,so why should we be afraid of facing血isch剖lenge?" [13, p. 358]_
Technically, he realized perfectly clearly why a logical deductive theoty
was preferable to an empirical approach. He said in an official
memorial in July of 1629: "The Da-Tong-Li is actually the Shou-Shi
Li prepared by Guo Shou-jing in the Yuan Dynasty. Fot the p.咽t

two hundred and sixty ye盯s calculation by imperial astronomerS
was based on valu目。of astronomical constants that had never b∞n

adjusted one bit. It was Dot only because 也ey did not dare to t可 to

do so, but because they were not able to do it. If they thoughtlessly
altered the values on their own, the result might become more errO
neous than the original. The art of 田lendarial reckoning began wi出

Tang Yaob:& and had been passed on for four thousand years until
nOw. The method bad been developed from 四arse to refin时. and
仕。m erroneous to accurate. In the HanCA and Tangcb Dynasties
there had been one or two days of discrepancy between theoretical
prediction and actu
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